
Be a Supermodel for a Day at Le Boudoir Studio

Written by Christina Silvestri

Ditch the jeans and sneakers to be a flawless supermodel for a day.

Professional boudoir photographer Jodi Lynn Maxwell believes that every woman deserves to look and feel her best. Whether you choose to be
sexy or sweet, Maxwell and her all-female team at Le Boudoir Studio in Tempe make it a priority to consult with clients to create the ideal look
they want to achieve.

One of Le Boudoir Studio's most popular offerings is the Supermodel for a Day package.

On the day of the photo shoot, sit back, relax and get glamourized by a professional hair and makeup artist before going into the professional
boudoir studio to shoot with Maxwell.

During the photo shoot, Maxwell creates a fun and comfortable environment where clients feel confident and at ease to shine in front of the
camera. All lights are on you as you embrace your inner bombshell and play dress up with six different outfit changes and three separate
professional hair and makeup looks.

Maxwell employs her expert photographer's eye to coach you throughout a variety of looks and poses that will accentuate your best features so
you can get the ultimate supermodel experience without any pressure of "working it" in front of the camera solo.

Imperfections, like blemishes, under eye circles and skin softening are carefully edited and airbrushed with a judicious hand to enhance and
reveal your natural beauty.
The result is beautiful and stunning photos that look like they're from the pages of a glossy magazine.

The entire Le Boudoir Studio Supermodel for a Day package includes:

Photo session with 6 outfit changes (you bring whatever you feel most beautiful and sexiest in)
3 separate professional hair and make-up looks A custom 10 x 10 Flush Mount Album
One 12-month calendar
A $100 credit toward any product or extra album pages
A USB of all of your images included, 8x12 resolution

Watch the magic happen in this behind-the-scenes video of Le Boudoir Studio's Supermodel for a Day package:

For more information, please visit www.leboudoirstudio.com or call 480-495-5455.
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